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Abstract: A shape memory polymer (SMP) has been intensively researched in terms of its exceptional
reversible dry adhesive characteristics and related smart adhesive applications over the last decade.
However, its unique adhesive properties have rarely been taken into account for other potential
applications, such as robotic pick-and-place, which might otherwise improve robotic manipulation
and contribute to the related fields. This work explores the use of an SMP to design an adhesive
gripper that picks and places a target solid object employing the reversible dry adhesion of an
SMP. The numerical and experimental results reveal that an ideal compositional and topological
SMP adhesive design can significantly improve its adhesion strength and reversibility, leading to
a strong grip force and a minimal release force. Next, a radially averaged power spectrum density
(RAPSD) analysis proves that active heating and cooling with a thermoelectric Peltier module (TEC)
substantially enhances the conformal adhesive contact of an SMP. Based on these findings, an adhesive
gripper is designed, fabricated, and tested. Remarkably, the SMP adhesive gripper interacts not only
with flat and smooth dry surfaces, but also moderately rough and even wet surfaces for pick-and-
place, showing high adhesion strength (>2 standard atmospheres) which is comparable to or exceeds
those of other single-surface contact grippers, such as vacuum, electromagnetic, electroadhesion, and
gecko grippers. Lastly, the versatility and utility of the SMP adhesive gripper are highlighted through
diverse pick-and-place demonstrations. Associated studies on physical mechanisms, SMP adhesive
mechanics, and thermal conditions are also presented.

Keywords: dry adhesives; shape conformation; shape memory polymer; robotic soft gripper

1. Introduction

Robotic grippers have been extensively researched for a variety of applications in
diverse fields to overcome the limitations of human capabilities. The manufacturing or
logistics industry uses the grippers because they can lift heavy objects or do repetitive
manipulation, which lessens the burden on human workers [1,2]. The aerospace industry
requires a robotic gripper for outer space which is gravity-independent, freezing, and lacks
air [3,4]. Food industries extensively utilize robotic grippers for food processing, cooking,
and packaging [5–8]. Robotic grippers are also being developed for use in surgery and
rehabilitation in the medical industry [9,10]. Underwater grippers have been researched to
investigate oceanographic samples [11,12]. Microassembly with grippers has allowed for
the creation of unique three-dimensional microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) that are
not possible with other methods [13–15].
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Various robotic gripper systems have been introduced to meet the aforementioned
demands. Traditional finger grippers containing rigid links and joints are simple yet
effective. However, these grippers are often inadequate for picking target objects with
challenging shapes and properties. Those objects may be too large, have only a single
surface for picking such as plates, be too soft and deformable, or require a sophisticated
feedback control to avoid damaging objects that are fragile or brittle [16,17]. Soft grippers
have been widely studied to overcome these challenges [18,19]. Soft finger grippers can
passively adapt to the target object and provide additional stability for grasping [20]. Fluid-
actuated elastomer grippers can generate high forces depending on the applied pressure of
the fluid [21]. However, both soft finger and fluid-actuated grippers still have the common
drawback that the target objects they lift must have multiple surfaces with acceptable
dimensions to be gripped. If lifting objects are formed of ferrous materials, electromagnetic
grippers have the advantage of easy and quick lifting and releasing [22], which is also their
inherent limitation in terms of material choice. Grippers with dielectric elastomer actuators
are very flexible and can obtain high strain with relatively low stress [23–25]. Vacuum
grippers can lift heavy things and can even be utilized to climb walls [26,27]. They would
not, however, work in a vacuum or on porous surfaces. Because of their quick response
time, electroadhesion grippers based on electrostatic force are also useful for quick pick-
and-place [28]. Nonetheless, the applied voltage must often be very high to achieve strong
electroadhesion, which is prone to harming electronic components on sticking surfaces.
Gecko grippers do not require an atmosphere to function in space [3] and stick to a variety
of surfaces [29–31]. Those grippers seem promising, but they show relatively low adhesive
strength, only work on dry surfaces, and are somewhat difficult to manufacture or operate,
which may limit their applications. Furthermore, multi-strategy soft grippers have also
been studied to accommodate different challenges, such as gecko-adhesion with fluidic
actuation [32,33], gecko-adhesion with microspine [34], and vacuum suction with fluidic
actuation [35].

Shape memory materials, such as shape memory alloy (SMA) and shape memory
polymer (SMP), can also be exploited to design a gripper due to the shape memory effect
and their stiffness change through the phase transition. SMPs can inherently adapt to more
strain, are less stiff, cheaper, and have more flexibility on transition temperature compared
to SMAs. Nevertheless, recent research outcomes on both SMAs and SMPs are mostly
concentrated on grasping instead of adhering [36–40]. Some of the SMP grippers that are
designed for grasping use external stimuli other than heat, such as light or humidity [41–43].
A more recent SMP gripper picks up the target object by embedding it into SMPs where
the friction and suction effects take a majority role [44], which is similar to that of granular
jamming grippers [12,45,46] or a tendon-driven self-adaptive gripper [47].

In this work, a more sophisticated SMP dry adhesive gripper based on pure Van der
Waals force on an adhesive contact area is presented, and its strong, material-independent,
and reversible adhesion is demonstrated for picking flat, smooth, or moderately rough
objects. [48] Furthermore, because an SMP’s dry adhesion is water-resistant, the SMP
adhesive gripper can be used on wet or submerged objects [49]. A thermoresponsive SMP
is used here, and it has the ability to stably fix to its deformed or ‘temporary’ shape when
heated, deformed, and cooled. From this temporary shape, the SMP can fully recover its
original or ‘permanent’ shape after being reheated over the glass transition temperature
(Tg). This thermoresponsive SMP, in particular, experiences a significant shift in storage
modulus across the Tg between glassy and rubbery states and generally exhibits a strong
shape memory effect when subjected to thermomechanical loading [49–52]. Within the
context of the dry adhesive properties, the SMP becomes soft in its rubbery state when
heated and establishes a conformal and hermetic contact with a dry or wet opposing surface
once the pressure is applied. The SMP becomes rigid in its glassy state after being cooled
with pressure, yet it maintains contact with the opposing surface, forming a strong dry
adhesion. However, the SMP tends to lose its strong adhesive contact when reheated,
resulting in reversible dry adhesion.
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The storage moduli of the SMPs used in this study as a function of temperature and
their employment as an adhesive hook are shown in Figure 1. These storage moduli
are determined using the TA instrument Q800 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis. We first
present the method to fabricate the SMP adhesives and the adhesion force measurement
procedure in Section 2. The mechanics at the adhesive interface upon compositional and
topological variations of the SMP adhesive are introduced in Section 3. The concept of
a bi-layer SMP more favorable to absorbing dynamic stress, high shock, and energy is
shown in Section 4, which is similar to the concept of viscoelastic adhesives proven in prior
work [53–55]. In Section 5, the thermoelectric Peltier module (TEC) is implemented into
the SMP adhesives to function as both heater and cooler. The TEC not only reduces the
overall operation time but also enhances the adhesion strength. The adhesion improvement
here is achieved from improved surface contact conformability in surface roughness scale
which is validated by comparing radially averaged power spectral density (RAPSD) of the
SMP and target adherend surface roughness profiles. Finally, the performance of the SMP
adhesive gripper on various surfaces along with its picking and placing mechanisms and
temperature profiles is demonstrated in Section 6. It is worthwhile to note that this work
is extended from the previous conference work [45] and includes substantial additional
results with research significance.
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requires 120 min heating on a hot plate at 80 °C. The SMP is readily peeled off the PTFE 
tape in either its rubbery or glassy state after it has fully cured. 

  

Figure 1. (a) Temperature dependence of the storage moduli of stiff and soft shape memory polymers
(SMPs); (b) a reversible dry adhesive hook employing the SMP.

2. Methods
2.1. Fabrication of the SMP

The SMP utilized in this study is created using a process that was developed else-
where [50]. First, a 110 ◦C oven is used to preheat Poly(Bisphenol A-co-epichlorohydrin),
glycidyl end-capped with a molecular weight of 1075 g/mol from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis,
MO, USA), hereafter called E1075, and diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A epoxy monomer
with a molecular weight of 362 g/mol from Momentive, hereafter called EPON 826. E1075
and EPON 826 are thoroughly mixed to form the epoxy monomer when they have fully
melted. The epoxy monomer is then combined with a curing agent, Jeffamine D-230,
poly(propylene glycol)bis(2-aminopropyl) ether (Huntsman), hereafter called Jeffamine,
which has an average molecular weight of 230 g/mol. The weight-based mixing ratio of
E1075, EPON 826, and Jeffamine is 0.940:1.000:0.837 for the stiff SMP and 0.334:1.000:0.707
for the soft SMP. The resultant SMP precursor is poured onto a 3 × 2 inch glass slide
wrapped with PTFE tape (Tapecase), and air bubbles are extracted using a pipette. Curing
requires 120 min heating on a hot plate at 80 ◦C. The SMP is readily peeled off the PTFE
tape in either its rubbery or glassy state after it has fully cured.

2.2. Adhesion Test Setup

Figure 2 depicts the test setup to measure the adhesion strength of SMP samples. A
fishing line connects the backing aluminum block with an SMP to a bucket through the
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pulleys. A cartridge heater and a thermocouple are located inside the aluminum block
and are connected to a temperature controller. To measure the maximal adhesion strength
of the SMP, it is heated to above 80 ◦C to its rubbery state. Then, to make conformal
adhesive contact with the target plate, a preload of 4.54 kg (0.895 atm) is applied to the SMP.
The heater is turned off, and the SMP is cooled without removing the preload. The SMP
transforms into a glassy state after cooling down to 30 ◦C. Then, water is slowly pumped
into the bucket until the adhesive contact fails to measure the maximum adhesion of the
glassy state SMP. Otherwise, the SMP is reheated to above 80 ◦C, and water is pumped to
obtain the minimal adhesion of the rubbery state SMP. For adhesion strength over 2.5 atm,
additional weight is placed in the bucket before pumping in water because the full bucket
of water does not cause adhesive contact failure. When the SMP detaches from the target
plate, the weight of water, additional weight, and the bucket is measured to determine
either the maximum or minimal adhesion strength.
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Figure 2. A test setup to measure the adhesion strength of an SMP sample. While an SMP adheres to
the target plate, the bucket is filled with water. The adhesion strength of the SMP is measured once it
fails to adhere to the target plate.

3. Dual SMP and Release Tip SMP
3.1. Fabrication of Dual SMP and Release Tip SMP

Single, dual, and release tip SMP samples are prepared in different ways as shown in
Figure 3, and the adhesion strengths of these SMP samples are quantitatively evaluated in
response to compositional and topological design modifications. First, a single SMP sample
is fabricated from cured stiff SMP that is cut into a 25 mm diameter round form using an
Epilog Laser Fusion M2 laser cutter (Figure 3a). The other single SMP can also be made of
a cured soft SMP in the same way. For a dual SMP sample, a cured soft SMP is sliced into a
5 mm width and 25 mm outer diameter ring form using a laser cutter. The middle hollow
portion is then filled with a stiff SMP precursor and cured (Figure 3b). Finally, using Loctite
Instant Mix epoxy, the completed SMP sample is bonded to a backing aluminum block.
Here, the rigid backing aluminum block helps uniformly distribute strain and provides
spaces for the cartridge heater, thermocouple, and hook. The last type of SMP sample is to
minimize the force required to release the SMP at the rubbery state by having a release tip
on an SMP surface. This release tip SMP is fabricated by curing a single drop of stiff SMP
precursor that is applied with a pipette on a cured 25 mm diameter stiff SMP. The release tip
is located 8.5 mm away from the center, with a radius of 5.08 mm and a maximum height
of 0.64 mm, as shown in Figure 3c.
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Figure 3. (a) The fabrication of a single SMP sample. A 25 mm diameter circular form is carved out
of a cured thick SMP; (b) the fabrication of a dual SMP sample; after curing and cutting a soft SMP
into a ring form, a stiff SMP precursor is filled and cured inside the ring-shaped soft SMP; (c) the
fabrication of a release tip SMP sample; a single drop of SMP precursor is deposited on the SMP
surface and cured to form a release tip on a 25 mm diameter SMP sample.

3.2. Numerical Results of Dual SMP and Release Tip SMP

A finite element analysis (FEA) on the first principal stress is used to investigate the
effect of SMP stiffness and composition on adhesion. The boundary condition is shown in
the inset image in Figure 4a where the displacement is restricted at the SMP bottom surface,
which is in contact with a target plate, and the external force is applied to the aluminum
block’s top surface. Young’s modulus is chosen as 2000 MPa for the stiff SMP and 1000 MPa
for the soft SMP, assuming that the SMPs are in their glassy state at 30 ◦C, as deduced from
the data in Figure 1a. The resultant first principal stress at the bottom surface along the
A−A’ line of the SMP is illustrated. Both single soft and stiff SMPs exhibit significantly
high stress concentration near the SMP’s edge. The dual SMP result, on the other hand,
reveals that stress is more evenly transferred to the center, which helps lessen the stress
concentration at the outer edges. Therefore, a contact failure commencing at the outer edge
would occur by a higher external load as a result of the lowered stress concentration at
the outer edge. This implies that the dual SMP should have a larger maximum adhesion
strength than both single soft and stiff SMPs, which is in line with the findings of prior
work [56].
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Moreover, the minimal adhesion strength of the rubbery SMP with and without a
release tip is compared via numerical analysis. The inset illustration in Figure 4b depicts the
boundary condition where a prescribed displacement of 0.74 mm is applied downwards
towards the target plate that is fixed. This quantity is chosen to compress the release tip
completely (0.64 µm thick), which can be proved from the FEA, while also providing 0.1 µm
of additional compression to the rest of the SMP. Young’s modulus is set to 20 MPa which
is the modulus of the SMP in the rubbery state at 80 ◦C. The resultant first principal stress
along the B−B’ line at the bottom surface of the SMP is presented. The compressive stress
increases towards the center of the SMP sample without the release tip. The release tip
SMP sample, in contrast, shows a dramatical stress concentration near the release tip which
consists of both tensile and compressive components. As a result, when the prescribed
displacement is removed while the SMP is still rubbery, the release tip SMP tends to pop up
and may self-peel due to the high stress concentration around the release tip. However, in
the glassy state of the SMP, the release tip can be fixed in a collapsed shape and still exhibit
a decent adhesion. Consequently, adding a release tip to the SMP reduces the rubbery
state SMP’s minimum adhesion and may permit self-peeling without compromising its
maximum adhesion in the glassy state significantly.

3.3. Experimental Results of Dual SMP and Release Tip SMP

The experimental adhesion strength measurement quantifies the qualitative prediction
of higher maximum adhesion strength and reversibility (the ratio between maximum and
minimum adhesion strength) with dual SMP and release tip SMP designs. In Figure 5a,
the maximum adhesion strength of single and dual SMPs is evaluated using the test setup
shown in Figure 2. The average adhesion strength for single soft SMP, single stiff SMP, and
dual SMP are 1.75 atm, 2.28 atm, and 4.83 atm, respectively, after 3 tests per individual
sample. The stiff SMP exhibits higher adhesion than the soft SMP although the stress
concentration for both soft and stiff SMPs is nearly identical, as shown in Figure 4a. When
the same load is given to both soft and stiff SMPs, the soft SMP accumulates more strain
energy, making it more susceptible to contact failure. As a result, the soft SMP’s maximum
adhesion strength is lower than that of the stiff SMP as evaluated experimentally. More
crucially, the dual SMP’s maximal adhesion strength is more than twice that of single
SMPs. The edge of single SMPs is particularly sensitive to contact failure due to high stress
concentration. However, as predicted by the numerical results, the dual SMP distributes
stress more uniformly from edge to center, resulting in a significant increase in maximum
adhesion strength.
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Figure 5b illustrates the maximum and minimum adhesion strength of SMPs with and
without a release tip which is experimentally measured using the test setup in Figure 2.
When a release tip is added, the maximum adhesion strength at the glassy state drops from
2.35 atm to 1.54 atm. However, the minimum adhesion strength, which is the force needed
to peel off the SMP in its rubbery state, drops drastically from 0.936 atm to 0.00955 atm
when a release tip is introduced. The rubbery state release tip SMP can be assumed to show
self-peeling because the peeling force is almost non-existent. Even though the release tip
sacrifices 34% of the glassy SMP’s maximum adhesion strength, the SMP’s self-peeling
should be encouraged since it is highly useful in real-world applications.

4. Bi-Layer SMP
4.1. Fabrication of Bi-Layer SMP

To analyze the enhanced work of adhesion stemming from the bi-layer design [53–55],
a bi-layer SMP sample is fabricated as shown in Figure 6. First, the soft SMP layer of 0.5 mm
thickness is cured on a glass slide following the method introduced in Section 2. Next, a
2 mm thick layer of the stiff SMP precursor is poured over the soft SMP and cured. The
fully cured bi-layer SMP is ready to be cut into any shape using a preprogrammed laser
cutter. Here, the bi-layer SMP sample is cut into a 25 mm diameter round form and fixed
on a backing aluminum block using Loctite Instant Mix epoxy for adhesion testing. Here, a
2.5 mm thick single-layer stiff SMP is also prepared as a control sample.
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Figure 6. The fabrication of a bi-layer SMP sample. A 0.5 mm thick soft SMP is cured on a glass slide.
Then, 2 mm thick stiff SMP is cured on top of the soft SMP. After being fully cured, the bi-layer SMP
is cut using a laser cutter in a 25 mm diameter circular form.

4.2. Experimental Results of Bi-Layer SMP

The adhesion of the bi-layer SMP is tested using the tensile tester (Instron universal
testing system) instead of the setup in Figure 2 to quantify the resultant force-displacement
curves. First, the compression platens are installed to the tester, and the adherend is fixed
on a lower platen. The SMP is heated over 80 ◦C using the cartridge heater installed
in the backing aluminum block, and about 2 atm preload is applied by pressing down
the flat surface of the upper compression platen. Once the SMP is cooled back down to
30 ◦C, the upper compression platen is removed and only the clevis pin is left. A hook is
installed on an aluminum backing block, and the hook is connected with the clevis pin
using fishing wires.

A pretension of 5 N is given to stretch and make the wires tight. Then, the SMP is
pulled off from the adherend surface at a 4 mm/min constant rate. Figure 7 shows the
resultant data of the normal force and the displacement that are measured every 0.1 s. Here,
the work of adhesion is calculated from (1).

W =
∫ dmax

0

F(δ)
A

dδ (1)
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work for the single-layer SMP and bi-layer SMP, are 631 Nmm and 682 Nmm, respectively.

The work of adhesion and peak adhesion strength are 1.29 mJ/mm2 and 179 N for the
single-layer SMP, and 1.39 mJ/mm2 and 173 N for the bi-layer SMP. The data show that
implementing the bi-layer design can increase the work of adhesion by 8% but sacrifices
the peak adhesion strength by 3.35%. The results prove that the bi-layer SMP design is
superior to a single-layer SMP in terms of work of adhesion and thus more favorable to
absorbing high shock, energy, and dynamic stress.

5. Thermoelectric Peltier Module
5.1. Schematics of Thermoelectric Peltier Module

Controlling the temperature of the SMP is also critical in determining the adhesion
strength of the SMP in addition to the foregoing compositional and topological factors.
Depending on the thermal characteristics of the adherend, a rubbery SMP may suddenly
experience low temperature at the contact interface at the time of contact and shift into
the glassy state, which hinders the SMP from making ideal conformal contact. As shown
in Figure 8, a 12V thermoelectric Peltier module TEC1-12710, hereafter TEC, is utilized to
control both heating and cooling. Here, a commercial central processing unit (CPU) cooler
is also used to reduce the heat that is created due to the exothermic nature of the TEC.
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Figure 8. The schematic of a test setup with a thermoelectric Peltier module (TEC) for measuring the
adhesion force at failure and the temperature at the center of a backing aluminum (BA) and at the
interface between the SMP and the adherend (CI).

A thermocouple is inserted into a side drill hole of the backing aluminum close to
the SMP layer, and it reaches the center of the cylinder shaped backing aluminum (BA) to
measure the temperature. Similarly, the temperature of the SMP–adherend contact interface
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(CI) is also measured to check the temperature deviation between BA and CI. While only
BA temperature is monitored when adhesion strength is measured in Figure 9, both BA and
CI temperature values are monitored when drawing the temperature profiles in Figure 10.
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Figure 9. The adhesion force that is formed using a thermoelectric module (TEC) and a hotplate
(HP) as heating methods for four different adherend materials which are acrylic, wood, glass, and
aluminum. The three lines of the error bar represent the maximum, median, and minimum values,
respectively, from top to bottom.
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Figure 10. The temperature profiles at the center of the backing aluminum (BA) and at the interface
between the SMP and the adherend (CI). The solid lines indicate the experimental results (EXP), and
the dashed lines represent the finite element analysis results (FEA). Two different cases are tested:
one using the thermoelectric module (TEC) for both heating and cooling, and another using only a
hotplate as a heating method (HP). Four plots show the results from different adherend materials
which are acrylic, wood, glass, and aluminum. The background of each plot is a gradient filled with
colors based on the state of the SMP (rubbery or glassy state).
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5.2. Adhesion Strength and Temperature Profile

To create the adhesive contact using TEC, BA is heated to 90 ◦C, while the 1 atm
preload is applied. Once it reaches 90 ◦C, TEC is switched to the cooling mode by reversing
the current direction. After the BA cools down to 25 ◦C, the TEC is removed, leaving just
the cylindrical aluminum block. Then, the adhesion strength is tested as shown in Figure 2.

As a comparison, the adhesion strength after heating the SMP using a hotplate (HP)
is also measured. This method creates the adhesive contact of the SMP by heating the
aluminum block directly on a hotplate until the BA reaches 110 ◦C and then cooled to
25 ◦C with natural convective cooling while a 1 atm preload is applied. Then, as shown in
Figure 2, the adhesion strength is measured.

The resulting experimental adhesion strength measurement data are shown in Figure 9.
The bar represents the mean value of five test results. The three lines of the error bar
represent the maximum, median, and minimum values, respectively, from top to bottom.
Here, four different adherend materials are used, and those are acrylic, wood, glass,
and aluminum. While other factors can affect the adhesion strength, here we focus on
two critical adherend properties which are thermal conductivity and surface roughness of
the adherend as listed in Table 1. Generally, when the surface is rough, a flat SMP does
not create a good conformal contact which leads to failure at lower adhesion strength,
while smooth adherend surfaces are easy to make a conformal contact. Moreover, when
the adherend is thermally conductive, the SMP’s CI temperature experiences a sudden
drop when the SMP makes a contact with the target adherend. This makes the SMP stiffer;
thus, it is more difficult to make a conformal contact. However, the SMP is still able to
make a decent adhesion even with the low thermal conductivity adherend if the adherend
surface roughness is small. When using HP as a heating method, the acrylic surface shows
a satisfactory average adhesion strength of 2.6 atm. However, the wood and glass surfaces
with HP have adhesion near 0, and the adhesion does not exist on the aluminum surface.
This is because the acrylic surface has both small roughness and low thermal conductivity,
while others have either large surface roughness or high thermal conductivity.

Table 1. Material properties for adherends.

Material Thermal Conductivity ( W
mK ) Surface Roughness Sa (µm)

Acrylic 0.18 0.327
Wood 0.1 7.52
Glass 1.38 0.266

Aluminum 237 1.49

On the other hand, the adhesion strength significantly increases for all four adherends
when using TEC. Moreover, the adherend’s thermal conductivity does not critically affect
the adhesion strength in comparison to HP counterparts, and only the surface roughness
shows a positive correlation with the adhesion strength. The main reason for this effect
is that the TEC can recover the heat loss that occurs at the contact interface between
the SMP and the adherend. This is supported by the results in Figure 10, where the
temperature profiles of the experimental (EXP) and finite element simulation (FEA) results
for two locations, CI and BA, are shown. For HP tests, it can be observed that the CI
temperature can be maintained over Tg for a while and keeps the SMP in the rubbery state
in the case of acrylic, wood, and glass. On the contrary, for aluminum, the CI temperature
of the SMP drops below Tg immediately, which means the SMP does not have enough time
to make a conformal contact with the adherend. This sudden CI temperature drop can be
overcome by actively heating using TEC. The CI temperature on aluminum rises over 50 ◦C,
which is just over the Tg to form a conformal contact. Nonetheless, the storage modulus of
the SMP is not as small as that of SMPs at 60 ◦C or higher. Therefore, the adhesion strength
of aluminum did not reach as high as those for glass and acrylic adherends. Lastly, when
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the CI temperature is maintained high enough to make a conformal contact using TEC, the
adhesion strength is inversely proportional to surface roughness.

5.3. Radially Averaged Power Spectral Density for Surface Profiles

The radially averaged power spectral density (RAPSD) for surface profiles is used to
check the shape conformability of the SMP. First, a three-dimensional (3D) surface profile
f (x, y) is measured using a Keyence VK-X1000 3D laser scanning confocal microscope,
where f (x, y) is discrete data that have a pixel resolution of M × N. Here, x or y has a
range of, {

x = 0, 1 , · · · , M− 1
y = 0, 1 , · · · , N − 1

(2)

These 3D data are converted into a frequency domain with a two-dimensional (2D)
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to analyze the power of different sizes of wavelengths.
This 2D DFT can be represented as,

F(u, v) =
M−1
∑

x = 0

N−1
∑

y = 0
f (x, y)e−2π j( ux

M +
vy
N )

∀
{

u = 0, 1 , · · · , M− 1
v = 0, 1 , · · · , N − 1

(3)

Here, since F(u, v) is periodic with a period of [M, N], we can shift the data to place
the zero-frequency component at the center of the spectrum [57].

G(û, v̂) =


F(û, v̂) (0 ≤ û < M

2 , 0 ≤ v̂ < N
2 )

F(û, v̂ + N) (0 ≤ û < M
2 ,−N

2 ≤ v̂ < 0)
F(û + M, v̂ + N) (−M

2 ≤ û < 0,−N
2 ≤ v̂ < 0)

F(û + M, v̂) (−M
2 ≤ û < 0, 0 ≤ v̂ < N

2 )

∀

û ∈
{

û
∣∣∣(−M

2 ≤ û < M
2 ) ∪ (û ∈ Z)

}
v̂ ∈

{
v̂
∣∣∣(−N

2 ≤ v̂ < N
2 ) ∪ (v̂ ∈ Z)

}
(4)

The resulting values are then normalized as,

H(û, v̂) =

(
|G(û, v̂)|

M·N

)2
(5)

The Cartesian coordinates are now converted into polar coordinates such that û = ρ cos ψ,
v̂ = ρ sin ψ. Here, we floor all ρ to the nearest integer and group the components with the
same ρ together such that,

ρ ∈
{

ρ
∣∣∣(0 ≤ ρ < max(M,N)

2

)
∪ (ρ ∈ Z)

}
Wρ =

{
(û, v̂)

∣∣∣ρ ≤ √û2 + v̂2 < ρ + 1
}

=
{→

wρ1,
→
wρ2, · · · ,

→
wρkρ

} (6)

Here, kρ = n
(
Wρ

)
. The RAPSD can be evaluated by averaging the normalized 2D

DFT values for all floored radii ρ,

P(ρ) =
1
kρ

kρ

∑
n = 1

H
(→

wρn

)
(7)

Finally, the resulting P(ρ) is plotted as a function of Wavelength =
distance between adjacent pixels×max(M,N)

2ρ . The calculation is performed through MATLAB, and
the plots are shown in Figure 11. Each plot for Figure 11a−d contains the RAPSD lines
for each adherend surface, the flat-state SMP, and the SMP that has previously adhered
to the target adherend using the TEC and HP. The individual four plots represent four
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different adherend materials, which are acrylic, wood, glass, and aluminum, respectively.
The black RAPSD line for the aluminum in Figure 11d has a lot of local peaks, especially in
hundreds of µm wavelengths. The green RAPSD line for the flat SMP is a straighter line
compared to the aluminum case. Both red and blue RAPSD lines for the SMP surface that
is detached from the aluminum surface after it creates a conformal adhesive contact show
local peaks resembling the line for the aluminum with some amount of power matching.
However, the SMP heated with HP does not follow the line for the aluminum as much as
the SMP heated with TEC does. The same effect has been exhibited for all other adherend
surfaces despite different roughness values of adherend surfaces. Smoother surfaces, such
as glass and acrylic, have less power, and rougher surfaces, such as wood, have more
power than the flat SMP. These four plots clearly show that SMPs heated with TEC make
improved conformal contact with target adherends, thus creating higher adhesion strength
than HP-heated SMPs as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 11. Radially averaged Fourier power spectrum data from 2-dimensional raw roughness height
data for different adherend materials including acrylic (a), wood (b), glass (c), and aluminum (d). The
black line indicates the spectrum of the target adherend. The red and blue lines individually indicate
the spectra of the SMP that has shape adapted to the target adherend using the thermoelectric Peltier
module (TEC) and hotplate (HP), respectively. The green line indicates the spectrum for the flat state
of the SMP before adhering which is identical for all (a–d).
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6. SMP Adhesive Gripper
6.1. Schematic of an SMP Gripper

The computer-aided design (CAD) model and photograph of the SMP adhesive grip-
per including three legs and three feet, are shown in Figure 12a. Ball joints with a maximum
swivel angle of 35◦ link the legs and feet. The top link and the bottom links are connected to
the middle links by pin-in-slot joints. Machined aluminum and 3D printed parts make up
the majority of the body. The three feet are all wired in parallel to a lithium polymer (LiPo)
battery with a voltage of 11.1 V and a capacity of 1200 mAh (Kinexsis). Wires between
the feet and the gripper’s external lead are hidden inside aluminum frames. Three TECs
are used for heating and cooling cycles and are located under three feet. A 15 ampere
maximum double-pole, double-throw (DPDT) switch with the ‘center position off’ is used
to control the TECs by switching electrical polarity and hence the direction of current flow.
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Figure 12. (a) A computer aided design (CAD) drawing and photograph of an SMP adhesive gripper.
A battery and thermocouples are included in the gripper for heating/cooling and temperature sensing.
(b) The SMP adhesive gripper is used to demonstrate pick-and-place functionality. (c) Images show
the SMP adhesive gripper picking up sandpaper, a wooden plate, a tile, poster paper, and an angled
acrylic plate, as well as an acrylic plate wet with blue-dyed water.

6.2. Pick-and-Place Procedure

The SMP is heated to a rubbery state during the picking step. The preload is then
applied, and the SMP is cooled to a glassy state at the same time. Due to the strong dry
adhesion of the SMP, the gripper is bonded to the target object and ready for picking at
this point. During the placing step, the SMP is heated again to the rubbery state which is
the weak adhesion state. A releasing force is applied to peel the SMP with the operator’s
manipulation, and the gripper is able to place the target object.

6.3. SMP Gripper Demonstration

A pick-and-place demonstration of a one-hand-operated SMP adhesive gripper is
performed on a custom built 30 cm × 30 cm × 14 cm stage with an acrylic plate top.
Figure 12b depicts the overall pick-and-place step in which the SMP is first heated to over
90 ◦C, preloaded, and then cooled to 40 ◦C at the same time. Afterwards, the SMP gripper
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picks up the stage with a 4.5 kg weight added. Finally, the SMP is reheated over 90 ◦C, and
a releasing force is applied to place the weight. See Video S1 for a demonstration video.

The SMP used in this study is also capable of adhering to wet, non-flat, or moderately
rough surfaces in addition to dry, flat, and smooth surfaces. Figure 12c shows those surfaces
which are picked up by the SMP adhesive gripper. The video for various surface pick-and-
place demonstration can be found in Videos S2 and S3. These results show the pick-up
capabilities of the SMP gripper. In Figure 13, optical images and surface roughness profiles
of sandpaper, wood, tile, poster paper, and acrylic plate surfaces shown in Figure 12c are
acquired using a Keyence VK-X1000 3D laser scanning confocal microscope. The arithmetic
average roughness (Ra) magnitudes of the surfaces are 14.1 µm (sandpaper), 6.58 µm
(wood), 0.267 µm (tile), 2.04 µm (poster paper), and 0.983 µm (acrylic plate), respectively.
The demonstration here provides some insights on the integration of an SMP adhesive into
a dry adhesive gripper and its potential to use in a practical situation.
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6.4. Picking Mechanism of the SMP Gripper

An SMP is heated and brought down to a target object in the picking step, and the ball
joints between the legs and feet rotate passively to make conformal contact. The step of
applying a preload, which is the total of the gripper weight (FM) and an external force (FE),
is shown in Figure 14a. Because the preload is so important for adhesive performance [51],
it is desirable to have a high FE to meet the inequality below, where Ppre is the minimum
preload pressure for a reliable adhesive grip, and A is the area of contact.

(FM + FE)/A > Ppre (8)
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The SMP bonds to the target object after cooling, allowing the gripper to pick it up. As
illustrated in Figure 14b, the weight of the target object (FT) must not exceed the adhesive
force of the SMP (FA). The adhesion strength of the SMP to a flat and smooth glass plate
(Ps) has been previously measured at 5–30 N/cm2 [58]. As a result, the maximum weight
the gripper can carry should be,

FT < FA = PS × A (9)

FT should be less than 240 N if PS is considered to be 5 N/cm2 and less than 1440 N if
PS is supposed to be 30 N/cm2 using the magnitude of A in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameters of the SMP adhesive gripper.

Parameter Symbol Magnitude

Weight of the device FM 12.7 N
Minimum preload pressure Ppre 15 N/cm2 [51]

Total SMP area A 48 cm2

Angle between the middle link and the leg θ 0–33.6◦

Length from pivot point O to top link La 25 mm
Length from pivot point O to bottom link Lb 50 mm

Release ring pulling force FH 60 N [59]

6.5. Placing Mechanism of the SMP Gripper

Figure 15a shows a pin-in-slot joint that connects the middle and bottom links, which
is also seen in Figure 12a. The linkages do not move after the SMP adhesive gripper has
adhered to a target object; hence, a static condition is assumed. The force is applied from
the slot to the pin indicated FP in Figure 15a which can be divided into horizontal and
vertical forces, FP sin θ and FP cos θ, respectively. The vertical force (FP cos θ) is obviously
equal to the ground reaction force (FG), which is labeled in Figure 15b.

FG = FP cos θ (10)
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When placing the target object, large FG is more desirable since the SMP is easier to be
peeled off. By selecting the initial angle of the middle link (θ) as zero, FG can be maximized
according to (10).

The forces acting on the middle link are depicted in Figure 15b. A force imparted to
the releasing ring is mechanically transferred to each of the releasing rods via the middle
links. The force applied to the release ring is referred to as FH . Simultaneously, the target
object provides a response force FG. The sum of the moments at the pivot point O should
be zero in a static condition,

∑ MO =
FH
3

La − FGLb = 0 (11)
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The distance between point O and the top or bottom link is indicated as La and Lb,
respectively. Using (11) in conjunction with La and Lb in Table 2, FG is determined to
be 10 N when a typical gripping force FH of a human is 60 N [59]. In addition, in the
static state of the middle link in Figure 15b, the following equation must be met for the
force equilibrium:

∑ F =
FH
3

+ FG − FO = 0 (12)

As a result, 30 N is estimated as the force imparted to the middle link at position
O (FO). Simultaneously, the gripper’s leg is subjected to the same force as FO but in the
opposite direction.

6.6. Temperature Analysis

The temperature profile of the SMP adhesive gripper foot, which is heated and cooled
with the TEC powered by a three-cell LiPo battery, is measured using a thermocouple.
The temperature of the SMP is indicated as the “SMP side”, and the temperature of the
heat-releasing fin is indicated as the “Fin side” in Figure 16. At 0 s, the switch is turned
on to the heating position, and the heat flows from the fin side to the SMP side for the
first 30 s. The SMP temperature reaches over 80 ◦C after 20 s of heating, and the switch
is turned into cooling mode between 36 and 52 s which causes the electricity to flow in
the other direction. The heat transfers from the SMP side to the fin side in this condition,
significantly reducing the cooling time when compared to natural convection cooling. The
cooling switch is turned off at the time the SMP side temperature cools down to 40 ◦C.
However, residual heat in the fin side raises the final temperature of the SMP side to 48 ◦C,
which then gradually drops. Because the storage modulus of the SMP actually gradually
decreases through Tg rather than a fast transition at Tg, as inferred from Figure 1, sufficient
adhesion of the SMP can still be produced even slightly above Tg, such as 40–50 ◦C.
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7. Conclusions

A gripper with an SMP adhesive is designed, produced, and tested in this paper.
Picking and placing mechanisms are studied in depth in order to enable single-handed
operation of the gripper. The dual SMP, which is made up of two stiffness SMPs, is
designed to distribute stress more uniformly across the adhesive interface, resulting in
delayed contact failure and increased adhesion strength. In addition, the SMP with release
tip shows easier detachment by minimizing the adhesion strength due to the increasing
stress concentration around the release tip. A bi-layer SMP is more favorable for the
adhesive properties required to absorb shock, energy, and dynamic stress when a high
static adhesion force is not critically required. Implementing a TEC greatly improves the
SMP gripper by increasing the adhesion strength which stems from better conformal contact
as proven in RAPSD analysis. In addition, the operation time can be significantly reduced
by utilizing the heat flow flexibility of the TEC. This rapid cooling is also advantageous
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because it allows for more stable adhesive contact of the SMP against any disturbance,
such as operator-contributed vibration, during cooling. These numerical and experimental
findings show the SMP adhesive gripper’s successful pick-and-place capabilities, as well
as the potential of using it for various applications. As future work, we aim to reduce the
required time for operation and to extend the experiments to include adhesion gripping
tests on porous surfaces.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/robotics12020059/s1, Video S1: Picking and placing demonstration;
Video S2: Wet surface demonstration; Video S3: Various surface picking demonstration.
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